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Kutz (2013)
http://www2.math.umd.edu/~dlevy/classes/amsc466/lecture-notes/differentiation-chap.pdf

Review:	Numerical	differentiation

Derivative (by definition)

Simple approximation 
of the first derivative

Taylor series 
expansion about x

Note:	We	are	making	some	
assumptions	about	f (x)	
(e.g.,	differentiability,	
continuity)	

“Forward 
difference”

Note:	Only	including	
lowest	order	terms	from	
Taylor	series	(quadratic	
captures	the	“error”	or	the	
truncation	term)

Note: This equality is not 
strictly true!



Kutz (2013)

Since time step is small, 
higher terms become 
relatively small (but not 
necessarily negligible!)

Note: This equality is 
not strictly true!

Note:	When	using	
cenetered differences,	the	
quadratic	error	term	
subtracted	out!

Review:	Numerical	differentiation



French	(1971)

Þ Improvement when using ‘centered differences’ (via gradient.m)

slope= gradient(y,t);
plot(t,slope,'go’)
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Example of numerical differentiation

 

 
y(t)
dy/dt
measured y(t) (w/ noise)
dy/dt (diff.m)
dy/dt (gradient.m)

Þ Be careful! Decreasing step size can ultimately lead to increased error 

(‘rounding error’; see text)

EXdiff1.m
Review:	Numerical	differentiation







Numerical	integration

Kutz (2013)



Key	idea(s)

Kutz (2013)

Ø Distinction	between ‘continuous’	vs ‘discrete’	
(or	somewhat	similarly,	‘analog’	versus	‘digital’)

Ø Brute	force,	chopping	up	into	very	small	segments	can	improve	our	approximation.	
Conversely,	‘higher	order’	methods	can	further	help.	

Our	approach:
i. Motivate	a	real	world	problem	(related	to	hearing	and	neurophysiology)
ii. Review	the	notion	of	Riemann	sums
iii. Look	at	example	of	computational	framework

Ø Computationally,	we	cannot	truly	achieve	such	a	limit	and	more	realistically	have:	
Z b

a
f(x)dx ⇡

NX

j=0

f(xj)h for	very	small	h (or,	large	N spanning	over
The	range	x=[a,b])



Biomechanically,	the	function	of	the	
ear	is	to	act	as	a	transducer

à That	is,	convert	mechanical	signals	(i.e.,	sound	pressure)	
to	electrical	ones	(i.e.,	action	potentials	going	in	towards	
brainstem)	



http://houndingsqueegee.files.wordpress.com/2009/02/piano-keys.jpg

http://www.axebay.com/blog/love-your-strings

http://www.flickr.com/photos/athena/369037746/

à Ear	is	both	sensitive &	selective

Tuning

[e.g.,	think	of	a	spectrum	analyzer	or	
an	equalizer	on	your	music	device]



Basilar	membrane	(BM)

lower frequencieshigher frequencies

Geisler (1996)

Ear	is	a	Fourier	analyzer	(Tonotopicity)





Konishi (1973)



Barn	owl	auditory	neurophysiology

Koppl (1997a)

Auditory	nerve	fiber	(single	unit)	threshold	tuning	curves

Frequency	[kHz]

àMatch	well	to	behavioral	
measures



Barn	owl	papilla	neurophysiology

Koppl (1997a)

Frequency	[kHz]

ANF	‘quality	factor’	(Q)



French	(1971)

§ The	“system”	stores	energy,	
and	more	of	it	when	driven	
near	the	natural	frequency

Steady-state	
frequency	
response

Q is	the	
‘quality	factor’Q = wo / g

Review:	Resonance

Consider	the	sinusoidally
“driven”	case:

§ Less	damping	(i.e.,	higher	Q)	
means	more	energy	stored



Frequency	[kHz]

ANF	‘quality	factor’	(Q)

Motivation:	Numerical	integration

à Numerical	integration!

For	additional	background,	examine	the	notion	of	a	‘critical	
band’	pioneered	by	Harvey	Fletcher	
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_band)

Question:	How	do	we	determine	a	Q-value	from	
an	individual	tuning	curves?	
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Background:	Riemann	sums

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

ex.	distance	covered	by	a	moving	car	

Ø At	constant	velocity,	then	distance	=	velocity	x	time

Ø But	if	velocity	is	changing	with	time.....

240
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Chapter Five KEY CONCEPT: THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

HOW DO WE MEASURE DISTANCE TRAVELED?

For positive constant velocities, we can flnd the distance a moving object travels using the formul.

Distance: Velocity x Time.

In this section we see how to estimate the distance when the velocity is not a constant.

A Thought Experinnent: ilow Far Did the Car Go?

Velocity Data Every Two Seconds

A car is moving with increasing velocity. Table 5.1 shows the velocity every two seconds

Table 5.1 Velocit_r* of cnr every tyvo seconds

Time (sec) 0 2 4 6 8 10

Velocity (ftlsec) 20 30 38 44 48 50

How f'ar has the car traveled? Since we don't know how fast the car is moving at every momenr.
we can't calculate the distance exactly, but we can make an estimate. The velocity is increasing. :.
the car is going at least 20 fllsec for the first two seconds. Since Distance : Velocity x Time. the
car goes at least 20 . 2 :40 feet during the first two seconds. Likewise, it goes at least 30 . 2 : U,
feet during the next two seconds, and so on. During the ten-second period it goes at least

20. 2 +30' 2 + 38. 2 + 14. 2 +48. 2 : 360feet.

Thus, 360 feet is an underestimate of the total distance traveled during the ten seconds.
To get an overestimate, we can reason this way: During the flrst two seconds, the car's velocitr

is at most 30 ftlsec, so it moved at most 30 . 2 : 60 feet. In the next two seconds it moved at mo\.
38 . 2 : 76 feet, and so on. Therefore, over the ten-second period it moved at most

30. 2 +38. 2 + 44. 2 +48. 2 + 50. 2 : 420 feet.

Therefore,
360 feet { Total distance rraveled < 420 feet.

There is a difference of 60 feet between the upper and lower estimates.

Velocity Data Every One Second

What if we want a more accurate estimate? Then we make more frequent velocity measurement\.
say every second, as in Thble 5.2.

As before, we get a lower estimate for each second by using the velocity at the beginning of that
second. During the hrst second the velocity is at least 20 ftlsec, so the car travels at least 20.7 : 2tt
f'eet. Durin_g the next second the car moves at least 26 feet, and so on. We have

New loweresrimate : 20. I + 26. I+ 30. 1 + 34. 1 + 39. I
+41 . 1 + 44. t+46. 1 +48. 1 +49. 1

: 376 f-eet.

Table 5,2 Veloci4' oJ'car everv seconcl

Time lsec) 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0
Velocity (ftlsec) 20 26 30 -14 38 4t 44 46 48 49 50

Suppose	velocity	is	measured
every	2	seconds

5.1 HOW DO WE MEASUBE DISTANCE TRAVELED? 241

Notice that this lower estimate is greater than the old lower estimate of 360 feet.
We get a new upper estimate by considering the velocity at the end of each second. During the

first second the velocity is at most 26 ftlsec, so the car moves at most 26 . 1 : 26 feet; in the next
second it moves at most 30 feet. and so on.

Newupperestimate - 26. 7+ 30. 1 +34. 1 + 38. 1 +,11 . 1

+ 44. l+46. 1 +.18. 1 +,19. 1 + 50. 1

: 406 f'eet.

This is less than the old upper estimate of 420 feet. Now we know that

376 f'eet { Total distance traveled { 406 feet.

The difference between upper and lower estimates is now 30 feet, half of what it was befbre. By
halving the interval of measurement, we have halved the difference between the upper and lower
estimates.

Visualizing Distance on the Velocity Graph: Tnro Seeond Data

We can represent both upper and lower estimates on a graph of the velocity. The graph also shows
how changing the time interval between velocity measurements changes the accuracy ol our esti-
mates.

The velocity can be graphed by plotting the two-second data in Table 5.1 and drawing a curve
through the data points. (See Figure 5. I .) The area of the first dark rectangle is 20 . 2 : :10, the lower
estimate of the distance mor,ed during the first two seconds. The area of the second dark rectangle is
30 . 2 - 60, the lower estimate fbr the distance moved in the next two seconds. The total area of the
dark rectangles represents the lower estimate lbr the total distance moved during the ten seconds.

If the dark and light rectangles are considered together, the first area is 30 . 2 : 60, the upper
estimate for the distance moved in the first two seconds. The second area is 38 .2 - 76, the upper
estimate for the next two seconds. The upper estimate for the total distance is represented by the
sum of the areas of the dark and light rectangles. Therefore, the area of the light rectangles aione
represents the diff'erence between the two estimates.

To visualize the difference between the two estimates, look at Figure 5.1 and imagine the light
rectangles all pushed to the right and stacked on top of each other. This gives a rectangle of width 2
and height 30. The height, 30, is the diff'erence between the initial and flnal values of the velocity:
3tl : 50 - 20. The width, 2, is the time interval between velocity measurements.

velocity

50

Overestimate
of disiance ,10

(area of dark and
iighi rectangles)

:tt)

Underestimate
of distance

(area of dark
rectangles)

Difference
between
estimates

:]it
tl

l

r-2 ..-r

:JO

l

Ii

(:50 20)

24ti81t)
Figure 5.1: Velocity measured every 2 seconds

à Distance	can	be	approximated
via	area	of	triangle,	indicating	
a	bound	of	360-420	ft



Background:	Riemann	sums

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

ex.	distance	covered	by	a	moving	car	

Suppose	velocity	is	measured
every	1	seconds
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velocity

Difference
between
estimates

=i
Overestimate of distance

(area o{ dark and
light rectangles)

Underestimate oi distance
(area of dark

rectangles)

l0 (: 5U - 20)

24tiE1t)
Fiqur* $.t: Velocity measured every second

VisuaBixi*g ffii*ta*ee *ft Ch* Ve!**1ig Gr*ph: *n* $***r:* *att*

Figure 5.2 shows the velocities measured every second. The area of the dark rectangles again rep-
resents the lower estimate, and the area of the dark and light rectangles together represent the upper
estimate. As before, the diff'erence between the two estimates is represented by the area of the light
rectangles. This difTerence can be calculated by stacking the light rectangles vertically, giving a

rectangle of the same height as before but of haif the width. Its area is therefore half what it was
before. Again, the height of this stack is 50 - 20 : 30, but its width is now 1.

50

r,

i.#
1

Example 1

Solution

What would be the difTerence between the upper and lower estimates if the velocity were given
every tenth of a second? Every hundredth of a second? Every thousandth of a second?

Every tenth of a second: Difference between estimates : (50 - 20)(1/10) - 3 feet.
Every hundredth of a second: Difference between estimates : (50 20) (1/100) : il.3 f-eet.

Every thousandth of a second: Difference between er1i6n1ss: (50 20)(1/1000) - 0.03 feet.

How frequently must the velocity be recorded in order to estimate the total distance traveled to
within 0.1feet?

The difference between the velocity at the beginning and end ofthe observation period is 50 - 20 -
30. if the time between the measurements is h, then the difl'erence between the upper and lower
estimates is (30)h. We want

(30)ll < 0.1,

or 
o.l,. r-(l.txl:i:i.

So if the measurements are made iess thiin 0.0033 seconds apart, the distance estimate is accurate
to within 0.1 feet.

Example2

Solution

à More	info	leads	to	tighter	
bounds:	376-406	ft



Background:	Riemann	sums

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

BEsueEaeir:g

velocity
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*isten** *r: the W*E**Ety *r*p*: &r*c #*#er **ruu*
As we make more frequent velocity measurements, the rectangles used to estimate the distance trav-
eled fit the curve more closely. See Figures 5.3 and 5.4. In the limit, as the number of subdivisions
increases, we see that the distance traveled is given by the area between the velocity curve and the
horizontal axis. See Figure 5.5. In general:

Ifthe velocity is positive, the total distance traveled is the area under the velocity curve.

velocity velocity
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time time246810
Figur* 5.S: Distance traveled is area

under curve

246810246810
Figure 5"3: Velocity measured every Figule 5.4: Veiocity measured every

1/2 second 1/4 second

Example3

Solution

With time f in seconds, the velocity of a bicycle, in feet per second, is given by u(t) : 51. How far
does the bicycle travel in 3 seconds?

The velocity is linear. See Figure 5.6. The distance traveled is the area between the line u(t) : 5t
and the f-axis. Since this region is a triangle ofheight 15 and base 3

Distance traveled : Area of triansle : I ,S . 3 : 22.5 feet."2

Example4

time, t (sec)

Figure S.*: Shaded area represents distance traveled

l{*geEiv* Vel*eiEy *nd *h*ffi$s ie: F*sqti*e:

In the thought experiment, the velocity is positive and our sums represent distance traveled. What if
the velocity is sometimes negative?

A particle moves along the y-axis with velocity 30 cm/sec for 5 seconds and velocity -10 cm/sec for
the next 5 seconds. Positive velocity indicates upward motion; negative veloeity represents down-
ward motion. What is represented by the sum

30.5+(-10) 5?

The first term in the sum represents an upward motion of 30 ' 5 : 150 centimeters. The second term
represents a motion of (-10) . 5 : -50 centimeters, that is, 50 centimeters downward. Thus, the
sum represents a change in position of 150 - 50 : 100 centimeters upward.

velocity (ft/sec)

Solution

à More	info	leads	to	tighter	bounds

Note:	Velocity	could	be	negative	as	well!



Background:	Riemann	sums

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

5.1 HOW DO WE MEASURE DISTANCE TRAVELED?

1)

o-lo lr tz"'t" t l":h

Figure 5"$: Righrhand sums

a:to tt tz"'tn t t.,,-b
Fig*r* 5"S: Lefrhand sums

DilTerence between

upper and lower estimates

*45

&***ra*y *f HstE*:etcs

For either increasing or decreasing velocity functions, the exact value of the distance traveled lies
somewhere between the two estimates. Thus, the accuracy of our estimate depends on how close
these two sums are. For a function which is increasing throughout or decreasing throughout the
interval la, b]:

(Absolute values make the differences nonnegative.) In Figure 5.10, the area of the light rectangles
is the difference between estimates. By making the time interval, Al, between measurements small
enough, we can make this difference between lower and upper estimates as small as we like.

Diflerence
between
estimates

DifTerence between

.f (a) and .f (b)
Lt - f (t) - .f (a;)1. Lt.

lf(t)-f@)l

x Ai*

u - Lo L1 L2

.f (t- r)

Figur* S.1*: Left and right sums if / is decreasing
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Chapter Five KEY CONCEPT: THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

Two cars start at the same time and travel in the same
direction along a straight road. Figure 5.13 gives the ve-
locity, 'u, of each car as a function of time, t. Which car:

(a) Attains the larger maximum velocity?
(b) Stops first?
(c) Travels farther?

r'(km/h0

26. Two cars travel in the same direction along a straigh:
road. Figure 5.14 shows the velocity, tr, of each car a:
time 1. Car B starts 2 hours atter car A and car B reache.
a maximum velocity of 50 km/hr.

(a) For approximately how long does each car travel:r
(b) Estimate car A's maximum velocity.
(c) Approximately how far does each car travel?

Car A

Figure $.13 Figure 5.14

PE&S.d THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

In Section 5.[, we saw how distance traveled can be approximated by a sum ofareas ofrectangles.
We also saw how the approximation improves as the width of the rectangles gets smaller. In thi.
section, we construct these sums for any function /, whether or not it represents a velocity.

$Egma ild*€eqi**

Suppose/(t) isacontinuousfunctionfora(l<b.Wedividetheintervalfromatobintonequal
subdivisions, and we call the width of an individual subdivision Af , so

Let t0, tt, tz, ,. . , l, be endpoints of the subdivisions. Both the left-hand and right-hand sums can
be written more compactly using sigma, or summation, notation. The symbol ! is a capital sigma.
or Greek letter "S." We write

Righrhand sum : f (t1)Lt + f (t2)Lt+ .. .+ f (t,)Lt: i r(r,)^r.
d:1

The ! tells us to add terms of the form J fti)Lt. The "rl : 1" at the base of the sigma sign tells u:
to start at i : 1, and the "rL" atthe top tells us to stop ati: n.

In the left-hand sum we start at i : 0 and stop ati: n - 1, so we write

Left-hand sum: /(r0)a, + f (t)Lt+...+ f (t,_)Lt: r /(ru)lr.
rl:0

?aktng t[:e t-*mEt te #*:t*i* the **t!:rit* !nt*gr*l
Now we take the limit of these sums as n goes to inflnity. If / is continuous for a I t <. b, the
limits of the left- and right-hand sums exist and are equal. The definite integral is the limit of these
sums. A formal definition of the def,nite integral is given in the online supplement to the text ai
www. wiley. com/college/tru gheshallett.

A,
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A,

Time	step

Assumption:	f(t)	is	continuously	differentiable	
over	interval	[a,b]
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A,



Background:	Riemann	sums

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

5.2 THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL ?4,+

Suppose / is continuous fora < t < b. Thedefiniteintegralof / from ato b, written

f(t) dt,

isthelimitof theleft-handorright-handsumswithnsubdivisionsof o ( f { basngets
arbitrarily large. In other words,

f (t) dt: ,!lL (Left-hand sum) -

Each of these sums is called a Riemann sum, f is called the integrand, and a, and b are called
rhe limirs of integration.

The "J"'notation comes fiom an old-fashioned "S," which stands for "sum" in the same way
that ! does. The "dt" in the integrai comes fiom the factor Ar. Notice that the limits on the !
symbol are 0 and n, - 1 for the left-hand sum, and I and n for the right-hand sum, whereas the limits
on the J' sign are a andb.

**n:p*ti-g * #*{init+ E.=:+grxi

In practice, we olten approximate deflnite integrals numerically using a calculator or computer.
They use programs which compute sums for larger and larger values of n, and eventually give a

value for the integral. Some (but not all) definite integrals can be computed exactly. However, any
deflnite integral can be approximated numerically.

In the next example, we see how numerical approximation works. For each value of n, we
show an over- and an under-estimate for the integral Ii O tO dt. As we increase the value of n, the
over- and under-estimates get closer together, trapping the value of the integral between them. By
increasing the value of n sufficiently, we can calculate the integral to any desired accuracy.

l"'

l,' *(I/(',)^'f)

"** (Ir(")^')

Example 1

S clution

"2"
Calculate the left-hand and right-hand sums with rr : 2 for I I at What is the relation betweenJt t
the ieft- and right-hand sums for n : 10 and rt : 250 and the integral?

Here a : 1 and b - 2,so torn - 2, Lt : (2 - l)12 : 0.5. Therefore, t0 - l,tl : 1.5 and
tz - 2. (See Figure 5.15.) We have

Left-hand SUnl - /(1)4, + /(1.5)At - 1(0.5) + *to.s) : 0.8333,
1.0

Righrhand sum: /(1.5)At + JQ)Lt: *tu tl + 1tu.s) - 0.5833.1.1-.r 2

In Figure 5.15 we see that the left-hand sum is bigger than the area under the curve and the right-
handsumissmaller.sotheareaunderthecurvef(t):1/tfromt:1tot:2isbetween
them: t2tu.i833< / , dr.u.333r.
Since l/f is decreasing, when n : l0 in Figure 5.16 we again see that the left-hand sum is larger
than the area under the curve, and the right-hand sum smaller. A calculator or computer gives

,.2 "ltI "dt0.6688 < < 0.7188.
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Chapter Seven INTEGRATI0N

So far, we have three ways of estimating an integral using a Riemann sum:

1 . The left rule uses the left endpoint of each subinterval.

2. The right rule uses the right endpoint of each subinterval.

3. The midpoint rule uses the midpoint of each subinterval.

we write LtrFT(n), RIGHT(n), and \,,IID(n) ro denote rhe results obtained by using these

rules with n subdivisions.

Example 1

Solution

r.2 'r

For / 1,7.., comptte LEFT(2), RIGHT(2) and NIID(2), and compare your answers with t:.
Jt )'

exact value of the integral.

For n : 2 subdivisions of the interval 11. 2]. we use Ar - 0.5. Then

LtrFr(2) : /(1)(0 5) + /(1.5)(0.5) : f ro rr * *,0.5) : 0.8333. ..

RrGHr(2) - .l(1.5)(0.5) + /(2)(0 5) : fito.ol + ]lo.sl :0.5833...

NrrD(2) : /(1 25)(0 5) + /(1.75)(0 5) : *lu rl + j1o.s; : 0.6857...t.25 1.75
A11 three Riemann sums in this example are approximating

l' !n, = 1,,.r': lrr2- ln l- lrr2 {t.6931....
Jt .t. 

I

With only two subdivisions, the ieft and right rules give quite poor approximations but the midpo-
rule is already fairly close to the exact answer.

Figure 7.4(a) illustrates why the left and right rules are so inaccurate. Since f (:r:) : 1 .,

decreasing from 1 to 2, the left rule overestimates on each subdivision while the right rule under;'
timates. However, the midpoint ruie approximates with rectangles on each subdivision that are e;;
partly above and partly below the graph, so the errors tend to balance out. (See Figure 7.4(b).)

272r
Figure ?.4: Letl, right, inidpoint, ancl trapezoid approxinrationt to [,' ] al

The Trepezoid Hule
We have just seen how the midpoint rule can have the effect of balancing out the errors of the -.
and right rules. There is another way of balancing these errors: we average the results from the l;
and right rules. This approximation is called rhe trapezoid rtile:

l-EFT(r,) - RiGHT(n)TR-\ Prrr i ,

J\.J)-;
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7.5 APPROXIMATING DEFINITE INTEGRALS 34't

The trapezoid rule averages the values of f at the left and right endpoints of each subinterval and
multiplies by Ar. This is the same as approximating the area under the graph of / in each subinterval
by a trapezoid (see Figure 7.5).

f(")

Rrar: flerDdl(l:)A,

(r,)

ro r,l

Figure 7.5: Area used in the trapezoid rule

12 1For / : dr, compare the trapezoid rule with two subdivisions with the 1eft, right, and midpointt. r
rules.

InthepreviousexamplewegotLEFT(2) :0.8333... andRIGHT(2) :0.5833.... Thetrape-
zoid rule is the average of these, so TRAP(2) : 0.7083. . . . (See Figure 7.a@).) The exact value
of the integral is 0.6931 . . . , So the trapezoid rule is better than the left or right rules. The midpoint
rule is still the best, however, since MID(2) : 0.6857. . . .

f @o)

Example2

Solution

ls the F.pproximation an Gver" or [Jnderestirnate?
It is useful to know when a rule is producing an overestimate and when it is producing an underes-
timate. In Chapter 5 we saw that the following relationship holds.

If / is increasing on [a, b], then

LEFT(n,) <

If / is decreasing on fo, b], then

l"o fldo*= RIGHT(n).

RIGHr(n) , l"' f {*)o* < LEFT(n).

The Trapezoid Rule

If the graph of the function is concave down on [a, b], then each trapezoid lies below the graph and
the trapezoid rule underestimates. If the graph is concave up on ln,, b), the trapezoid rule overesti-
mates. (See Frgure /.6.)

/ concave down:
Trapezoid underestimates

/ concave up:
Trapezoid overestimates

Error in the trapezoid ruleFigure 7.6:
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Chapter Five KEY CONCEPT: THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

1. f (tl: -t

11.52
1 l::::rr":: ". j i:r' Approximating Jfwithn:2

11.52
-i tr:rr1r I :lit Approximating Jf

with n : 10

1 1.5 2
: ::: ::':- i:,. .:. Shaded area is exact vaiu.

^ r'2t -ot J1 ; d,t

between them. As the subdivision.

See Figure 5.17.

\at
a

lat

The left- and right-hand sums trap the exact value of the integral
become flner, the left- and right-hand sums get closer together.

When n, : 250, a calculator or computer gives

o.6s2L . [' !d/ < o.6e4iJt t
So, to two decimal places, we can say that

,2.
I '- at ry 0.69.Jt t

The exact value is known toa, [' ! d, :ln 2 : 0.693147. . ..Jr t

It f (r) is positive we can interpret each term f (.rs)L,r, f (r1)A,r,. . . in a left- or right-hand Rie-
mann sum as the area of a rectangle. See Figure 5.18. As the width Ar of the rectangles approaches
zero,the rectangles fit the curve of the graph more exactly, and the sum of their areas gets close:
and closer to the area under the curve shaded in Figure 5.19. This suggests that:

When/(r) > 0 anda<b'.

Areaunder graph of / andabove r-axis _ l'u r,r, O*.betweenoandb Jo "'*'-.

*Aro
I .=l.ri"::: =:. 1::!: Afea Of feCtangles

approximating the area under the curve
The definite inregral t tt"l dr

à Note	that	decreasing	Dt appears	to	decrease	the	overall	‘error’

Another	example

Background:	Errors	in	riemann sums
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f @o)
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/ concave down:
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/ concave up:
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Error in the trapezoid ruleFigure 7.6:
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The Midpoini Rule

To understand the relationship between the midpoint rule and concavity, take a rectangle whose top
intersects the curve at the midpoint of a subinterval. Draw a tangent to the curve at the midpoint:
this gives a trapezoid. See Figure 7.7. (This is not the same trapezoid as in the trapezoid rule.
The midpoint rectangle and the new trapezoid have the same area, because the shaded triangles in
Figure 7.7 are congruent. Hence, if the graph of the function is concave down, the midpoint rule
overestimates; if the graph is concave up, the midpoint rule underestimates. (See Figure 7.8.)

Ifthe graph of / is concave down on [4. b], then

TRAP(n) f (r) dt < NIID(ru)

Ifthe graph of / is concave up on fa, b], then

\IID(rr) J@) dr < rRAP(n).

ilit ',-r+l:"; ,lir rirl
I l' .,.1.:=t ,.:j, :.:::a:=:::r . :. -i.:lLr

rb

= J"

rb. 
J,,

/ concave down:
Midpoint overestimates

/ concave up:
Midpoint underestimates

Figure 7,7: Midpoint rectangle and
trapezoid with same area

Exercises and Problems for Section 7.5

Exercises

Figure 7.8: Error in the midpoint rule

In Exercises l-6, sketch the area given by the following ap-
^\proximations to J" f (r)dr.Identify each approximation as

an overestimate or an underestimate.

6.5.

(a) LEFT(2)
(c) TRAP(2)

l.

(b) RIGHT(2)
(d) MrD(2)

2.
7. Calculate the lbllowing approximation s to fi *'a,

8.

9.4.3.

(a) LEFT(2)
(c) TRAP(2)

(a) LEFT(2)
(c) TRAP(2)

(b) RrGHT(2)
(d) MrD(2)

(b) RrGHT(2)
(d) MrD(2)

(a) Fintt LEFT(2) and RIGHT(2) tor J',1@2 * 1) d.r
(b) Illustrate your answers to part (a) graphically. Is e;-"

approximation an underestimate or overestimate l

(a) Fincl MID(2) and TRAP(2) tor jj @2 'r 1) rlr.
(b) Illustrate your answers to part (a) graphically. Is e;-'

approximation an underestimate or overestimate l
Calculate the following approximations to fi sin 0 rrr

il'(t)

10.

3€4

23.

Chapter Seven INTEGRATION

The width, in feet, at various points along the fairway of
a hole on a golf course is given in Figure '1.72. If one
pound of fertilizer covers 200 square feet, estimate the
amount of fertilizer needed to fertlhze the fairway.

lahl* ?.1 Errors for the left and right rule
approximatio"rc fl *a": Irr2 = 0.6931471806

Problems 24-28 involve approximating t t@) ar.

24. ShowRIGHT(n) : LtrFT(n) + f(b)Lr - /(a)A.r
25. Show TRAP(n) : t EFT(n) + + (f (b) - /(n)) A.r

f'',
Rioht rule I ''" Left rule

undereitimate -f- \:f overestimatetl'--- --------- fltt - L

Show LtrFT(2") - i (LtrFT(n) + MID(n)) .

Check that the equations in Probiems 24 and 25 hold i.
.f tf ,f dr when n - 10.

28. Suppose that n, : 2, b : 5, f(2) : 13, /(5) : -
and that LEFT(10) : 3.156 and MID(10) : 3.2--
Use Probiems 24-26 to compute RIGHT( 10), TRAP( 1 |

LEFT(20), RIGHT(20), and TRAP(2O)

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Figur* 7.1*

d "* APPROXIMATION ERRORS AND SIMPSON'S RULE

When we compute an approximation, we are always concerned about the error, namely the difte:'
ence between the exact answer and the approximation" We usually do not know the exact error; if r,. .
did, we would also know the exact answer. Often the best we can get is an upper bound on the err,--
and some idea of how much work is involved in making the error smaller. The study of numeric .

approximations is really the study of errors. The errors for some methods are much smailer th;
those for others. The er:rors for the midpoint and trapezoid rules are related to each other in a u.,
that suggests an even better method, called Simpson's rule. We work with the example ['l 31,,, '
because we know the exact value of this integral (ln 2) and we can investigate the behavior of ti.
errors.

Err*r rn E=*ft and ffirght ffiules
For any approximation. we take

Error : Actual value - Approximate value.

Let us see what happens to the error in the left and right rules as we increase n. We increase 17 ea.
time by a factor of 5 starting at rL : 2. The results are in Table 7.1. A positive error indicates ti-
the Riemann sum is less than the exact value, ln 2. Notice that the erors for the left and right ru,.
have opposite signs but are approximately equal in magnitude. (See Figure 7.13.) The best war
try to get the errors to cancel is to average the left and right rules; this average is the trapezoid ru ,

If we had not already thought of the trapezoid rule, we might have been led to invent it b)' Lt

observation.
There is another pattern to the errors in Table 7.1. If we compute the ratio of the error. .

Table I .2, we see that the error2 in both the left and right rules decreases by a factor of about 5 a.
increases by a factor of 5.

0 26.

11

250 -0.0010 Fig*r* ?.!3: Erors in left and right sums

2The values in Table 7.1 are rounded to 4 decimal places; those in Table 7 .2 were computed using more decimal p ,- ,
and then rounded.

7,6 APPROXIMATION ERRORS AND SIMPSON'S BULE 3,1?

**u,-s th* ffirr'*r #*p**#* *m t9=* E*t*gl**d
Other factors besides the size of n aft-ect the size of the error in each of the ru1es. Instead of looking
at how the error behaves as we increase n, let's leave n fixed and imagine trying our approximation
methods on different functions. We observe that the error in the left or right rule depends on how
steeply the graph of / rises or ialls. A steep curve makes the triangular regions missed by the left
or right rectangles ta1l and hence large in area. This observation suggests that the error in the left or
right ru1es depends on the size of the derivative of .l (see Figure 7.15).

Rioht rule Left rule"error-error
Right rule

err0r

Small .f ': small error Large .f ': large error

F!+i.:l* ?"1*: The error in the left and right rules depends on the steepness of the curve

From Figure 1.16 it appears that the errors in the trapezoid and midpoint rules depend on how
much the curve is bent up or down. In other words, the concavity, and hence the size ofthe second
derivative of .1, has an effect on the errors of these two rules. Finally, it can be shown4 that the error
in Simpson's rule depends on the size of theJburth derivative of ,/, written /(a) .

Midpoint error

Small ./": small error Large f ": large error

Fig*re ?.!*: The eror in the trapezoid and midpoint rules depends on how bent the curve is

Exercises and Problems for Section 7.6

ls*r*ises

Trapezoid error Trapezoid enor

Large .f ": large error

1. Estimate /l t2arusing SIMP(2).
2. (a) Using the result ofProblem 9 on page 342, compute

SIMP(2) for .fi(2'? i 1) rtt:.

Use the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to find
n1

J,, (.r' -1_ 1) dr e\actly.
What is the enor in SIMP(2) for this integral?

(b)

(c)

aSee Kerrdall E. Atkinsor.r, Ar IntrodLt(ti.)tl tct Nurnericul Anallsls (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978)
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7.6 APPROXIMATION ERRORS AND SIMPSON'S RULE

Table 7.2 Ratio oJ the errors as n increases fo, 1l i ar
Ratio of errors
in lelt rule

Ratio of erors
in right rule

Enor(2) / Errori 101 5.47 4.57

Eror(10)/Eror(50) 5.10 4.90
Error'(50)/Eror(250) 5.02 4.98

There is nothing special about the number 5; the same holds for any factor. To get one ex'ra
digit of accuracy in any calculation, we must make the error 1/10 as big, so we must increase n by
a factor of 10. In fact,.for the left or right rules, each extra digit of accuracy require,s about l0 times
the work. The calculator used to produce these tables took about half a second to compute the left
rule approximation for n : 50, and this yields lri 2 to two digits. To get three correct digits, n would
need to be around 500 and the time would be about 5 seconds. Four digits requires n : 5000 and
50 seconds. Ten digits requires rt : 5 .10e and 5 . 107 seconds, which is more than a year! Clearly,
the errors for the lelI and right rules do not decrease fast enough as n increases for practical use.

Error in Trapezoid and Midpoint Rules
Table 7.3 shows that the trapezoid and midpoint rules produce much better approximations to
Ii Ql") r1r thanthe left and right rules.

Again there is a pattern to the erors. For each n, the midpoint rule is noticeably better than the
trapezoid rule; the error for the midpoint rule, in absolute value, seems to be about half the error of
the trapezoid rule. To see why, compare the shaded areas in Figure 7.14. Also, notice in Table 7.3
that the errors for the two rules have opposite signs; this is due to concavity.

We are interested in how the errors behave as n increases. Table 7.4 gives the ratios of the
er:rors for each rule. For each rule, we see that as z increases by a factor of 5, the error decreases
by a factor of about 25 : f;2. In fact, it can be shown that this squaring relationship holds for any
factor, so increasing 'rtby a factor of I0 will decrease the error by a f'actor of about 100 : 102.
Reducing the eror by a factor of 100 is equivalent to adding two more decimal places of accuracy
to the result.

345

Table 7"3 The errors for the trapez.oitl
ancl mirlpoint rules Jbr .l'l I ar

'n,
Error in
trapezoid rule

Eror in
midpoint rule

2 -0.0152 0.0074
10 0.00062 0.00031
50 0.0000250 0.0000125

250 -0.0000010 0.0000005

Trapezoid
err0r

f (.,):

Figure 7.14: Errors in the midpoint and
trapezoid ruies

In other words: In the trapez.oid or midpoint rules, each extra 2 digit,s of accuracy require.t about l0
times the w:ork.

This result shows the advantage of the midpoint and trapezoid rules over the left and right rules:
less additional work needs to be done to get another decimal place ofaccuracy. The calculator used
to produce these tables again took about half a second to compute the midpoint rule for li * a"
withn-50,andthisgets4digitscorrect.Thustoget6digitswouldtaken:500and5seionds,
to get 8 digits would take 50 seconds, and to get 10 digits would take 500 seconds, or about l0
minutes. That is still not great, but it is certainly better than the 1 year required by the lefi or right
rule.

Can	we	get	errors	to	cancel	one	another	out?

348 Chapter Seven INTEGRATI0N

T*ryi* ?.4 Ratios of the error,\ cts n increases.fo, 1l i A.,

i Ratio of errors in i Ratio of erors in
trapezoid rul. =_ midpoint rule _ -_

_ErrorQtf Errorrl0t _213j __ _ _r,lg
'-.s,1flrc{91= -?t9j--_-_ 1,*__ -
-ilq'(91E]T!110) ,--I{- -t --2590-- -ffiir*psmnt's ffiNf*

Still more improvement is possible. Observing that the trapezoid error has the opposite sign ;rr.-
about twice the magnitude of the midpoint error, we may guess that a weighted average of the tv.
rules, with the midpoint rule weighted twice the trapezoid rule, will have a much smaller error. Thi-
approximation is called Simpson's rule3'.

SIIIP(ti) : 2'\ITD(i,) . TRAP(rr)

Table 7.5 gives the errors for Simpson's rule. Notice how much smaller the errors are than t1:.'
previous errors. Of course, it is a little unfair to compare Simpson's rule at rr, : 50, say, with th.
previous rules, because Simpson's rule must compute the value of ./ at both the midpoint and il-..
endpoints of each subinterval and hence involves evaluating the function at twice as many point.
We know by our previous analysis, however, that even if we did compute the other rules at ri, : 1r

to compare with Simpson's rule at rr : 50. the other errors would only decrease by a factor of 2 iL :
the left and right rules and by a factor of 4 for the trapezoid and midpoint rules.

We see in Table 7.5 that as n increases by a factor of 5, the errors decrease by a factor of abt -.

600, or about 54. Again this behavior holds for any tactor, so increasing n by afactor of l0 decreirsr.
theerrorbyafactorofaboutl04.Inotherwords: htsimpson'srule,eachextralcligitsofaccurLi,
reqLires about l0 tintes the work.

Table ?.$ Tlte errors frtr Simpson's
nile and tlte rurtios of the error,s

Eror I Ratio

-0.0001067877
-0.000000r 940

-0.0000000003

This is a great improvement over either the midpoint or trapezqid rules, which only give tu
extra digits of accuracy when n is increased by a factor of 10. Simpson's rule is so efflcient that u.
get 9 digits correct with n : 50 in about I second on our calculator. Doubling n will decrease th.
er:ror by a factor of about 2a : 16 and hence will give the tenth digit. The total time is 2 second.
which is pretty good.

In general. Simpson's rule achieves a reasonable degree of accuracy when using relatively srna.
values of n, and is a good choice for an all-purpose method for estimating definite integrals.

&rt*$i:te**? LsEevis *€ th* Tr*peeell$ *nd $Eamrym*a*'ru ffiuies

Our approach to approximating f f Q) dt:numerically has been empirical: try a method, see ho,,i
the error behaves, and then try to improve it. We can also develop the various rules for numeriL
integration by making better and better approximations to the integrand, /. The lefl, right, and rnic-
point rules are all examples of approximating ./ by a constant (flat) function on each subinterval. Th-
trapezoid rule is obtained by approximating .f by a linear function on each subinterval. Simpson',
rule can, in the same spirit, be obtained by approximating ,/ by quadratic functions. The details ar.
given in Problems 8 and 9 on page 348.

3Some books and computer programs use slightly difl'erent terminology lbr Simpson's rule: what we call zr : 50. th:
call n : 100.
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632.27

Simpson’s	rule
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Note	that	these	formulae	have	an	extra	‘error’	term

à Ultimately,	we	are	approximating	via	a	series	of	polynomials	
(and	we	decide	how	high	we	want	to	go!)

Newton-Cotes	Formulae



Background:	Riemann	sums

Hughes-Hallett et	al.	(2005)

r v5;
Example4 Interpret the definite integral ,/ sin(22) d;r in terms of areas.

Solution The integral is the area above the r-axis, 41, minus the area below the r-axis,,42. See Figure 5.22.
Estimating the integral with a calculator gives

r t/2n

/ 'int.r2 )dr : o.-13.
Jo

The graph of y : sit lr:) crosses the r-axis where r:2 : r,thatis, at:r - tC The next crossing is
at r - \,ry;. Breaking the integral into two parts and calculating each one separately gives

",/r ,r/2r
I ' sir(.i 2.1d.r : g.39 and I sirri.r2; r/.r 0.46.Jo J, -

So ,41 : 0.89 and A2 - 0.46. Then. as we would expect,

["tr:/ sin(,r2) d,r : At Az : 0.89 0.46 - 0.43.
.lo

Chapter Five KEY C0NCEPT: THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

iul*r* G+*+r*i ffi l+:rea* F: iE#rcq;;

Left- and right-hand sums are special cases of Riemann sums. For a general Riemann sum we
allow subdivisions to have different lengths. Also, instead of evaluating / only at the left or right
endpoint of each subdivision, we allow it to be evaluated anywhere in the subdivision. Thus, a

general Riemann sum has the form
n

! Vutu. of /(t) at some point in 'lt]' subdivision x Length of itl' subdivision.
i:7

(See Figure 5.23.) As before, we let ls, tl, . . . , t,, be the endpoints of the subdivisions, so the length
of the i-th subdivision is Al, : tt - t.;-t.For each zl we choose a point ci in the zl-th subinterval at
which to evaluate /, leading to the following definition:

;] A general Riemann sum for / on the interval [a, b] is a sum of the form

\ It",)xr,'
,- I

b, and, for i, : 1,...,n, Ltt. : tt. -f;-r, and tt-r I ct I t,i.

I
!
3' where a :1o.--11.--...11r:
:

t"""_ _
If ,/ is continuous, we can make a general Riemann sum as close as we like to the value of

the deflnite integral by making the interval lengths small enough. Thus, in approximating definite
integrals or in proving theorems about them, we can use general Riemann sums rather than left-
or righrhand sums. The online theory supplement at www.wiley.com/college/hugheshallett shows
how general Riemann sums are used in proving theorems.

f (t)

o tt ci ti+t tt

ii**re L?i: A general Riemann sum approximating jb 7(t) dt

à Note	that	Dt need	not	be	constant	(this	is	helpful	computationally!)



% Numerical integration example - original source:
% http://ef.engr.utk.edu/ef230-2011-01/modules/matlab-integration/

clear;
% ----------------------
% User parameters
F = @(x)(sin(x)); % function to integrate
%F = @(x)(exp(-x.^2/2)); % function to integrate
xL= [0 pi]; % integration limits

N= 5;    % Method A - # of points for LEFT and RIGHT
pts= [3 4 5 10 25]; % Method B - # of points to consider integrating (via trapz function)
dur= 1;     % Method B - pause duration [s] for trapz loop
% ----------------------

% ***************
% Show the curve 
figure(1);
fplot(F,[xL(1),xL(2)]) % a quick way to plot a function
xlabel('x'); ylabel('F(x)');

% ***************
% Method A
% Approximate the integral via brute force LEFT and RIGHT Riemann sums
sumL= 0; sumR=0; 
delX= (xL(2)-xL(1))/N;    % step-size
x= linspace(xL(1),xL(2),N+1);  % add one since N is # of 'boxes' and is really N-1
for nn=1:N

sumL= sumL + F(x(nn))*delX;
sumR= sumR + F(x(nn+1))*delX;

end
disp(['left-hand rule yields =',num2str(sumL),' (for ',num2str(N),' steps)']);
disp(sprintf('right-hand rule yields = %g', sumR));

% ***************
% Method B
% Approximate the integral via trapz for different numbers of points
for np=pts

figure(2); clf % clear the current figure
hold on % allow stuff to be added to this plot
x = linspace(xL(1),xL(2),np); % generate x values
y = F(x); % generate y values
a2 = trapz(x,y); % use trapz to integrate
% Generate and display the trapezoids used by trapz
for ii=1:length(x)-1

px=[x(ii) x(ii+1) x(ii+1) x(ii)];   py=[0 0 y(ii+1) y(ii)];
fill(px,py,ii)

end
fplot(F,[xL(1),xL(2)]); xlabel('x'); ylabel('F(x)');
disp(['area calculated by trapz.m for ',num2str(np),' points =',num2str(a2)]);
title(['area calculated by trapz.m for ',num2str(np),' points =',num2str(a2)]);
pause(dur);   % wait a bit

end

% ***************
% Method C
a1 = quad(F,xL(1),xL(2)); % use quad to integrate
msg = ['area calculated by quad.m = ' num2str(a1,10)]; disp(msg);

What	three	different	methods	are	being	
used?	Which	ones	are	a	‘black	box’?

EXintegration1.m
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area calculated by trapz.m for 3 points =1.5708

Trapezoid method (Method B)
np= 3

à Are	these	rectangles?	Why	not?
à Three	points	means	how	many	‘rectangles’?



Trapezoid method (Method B)
np= 4
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area calculated by trapz.m for 4 points =1.8138

à What	is	the	associated	‘error’?



Trapezoid method (Method B)
np= 5
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area calculated by trapz.m for 5 points =1.8961



Trapezoid method (Method B)
np= 10
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area calculated by trapz.m for 10 points =1.9797



Trapezoid method (Method B)
np= 25
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area calculated by trapz.m for 25 points =1.9971



à Why	do	the	LEFT	and	RIGHT	Riemann	sums	yield	the	same	values?

à Are	LEFT	and	RIGHT	better	than	TRAP?

à How	many	‘points’	does	quad.m use?	



Summary

Z b

a
f(x)dx ⇡

NX

j=0

f(xj)h

5.1 HOW DO WE MEASURE DISTANCE TRAVELED?

1)

o-lo lr tz"'t" t l":h

Figure 5"$: Righrhand sums

a:to tt tz"'tn t t.,,-b
Fig*r* 5"S: Lefrhand sums

DilTerence between

upper and lower estimates

*45

&***ra*y *f HstE*:etcs

For either increasing or decreasing velocity functions, the exact value of the distance traveled lies
somewhere between the two estimates. Thus, the accuracy of our estimate depends on how close
these two sums are. For a function which is increasing throughout or decreasing throughout the
interval la, b]:

(Absolute values make the differences nonnegative.) In Figure 5.10, the area of the light rectangles
is the difference between estimates. By making the time interval, Al, between measurements small
enough, we can make this difference between lower and upper estimates as small as we like.

Diflerence
between
estimates

DifTerence between

.f (a) and .f (b)
Lt - f (t) - .f (a;)1. Lt.

lf(t)-f@)l

x Ai*

u - Lo L1 L2

.f (t- r)

Figur* S.1*: Left and right sums if / is decreasing

7.6 APPROXIMATION ERRORS AND SIMPSON'S RULE

Table 7.2 Ratio oJ the errors as n increases fo, 1l i ar
Ratio of errors
in lelt rule

Ratio of erors
in right rule

Enor(2) / Errori 101 5.47 4.57

Eror(10)/Eror(50) 5.10 4.90
Error'(50)/Eror(250) 5.02 4.98

There is nothing special about the number 5; the same holds for any factor. To get one ex'ra
digit of accuracy in any calculation, we must make the error 1/10 as big, so we must increase n by
a factor of 10. In fact,.for the left or right rules, each extra digit of accuracy require,s about l0 times
the work. The calculator used to produce these tables took about half a second to compute the left
rule approximation for n : 50, and this yields lri 2 to two digits. To get three correct digits, n would
need to be around 500 and the time would be about 5 seconds. Four digits requires n : 5000 and
50 seconds. Ten digits requires rt : 5 .10e and 5 . 107 seconds, which is more than a year! Clearly,
the errors for the lelI and right rules do not decrease fast enough as n increases for practical use.

Error in Trapezoid and Midpoint Rules
Table 7.3 shows that the trapezoid and midpoint rules produce much better approximations to
Ii Ql") r1r thanthe left and right rules.

Again there is a pattern to the erors. For each n, the midpoint rule is noticeably better than the
trapezoid rule; the error for the midpoint rule, in absolute value, seems to be about half the error of
the trapezoid rule. To see why, compare the shaded areas in Figure 7.14. Also, notice in Table 7.3
that the errors for the two rules have opposite signs; this is due to concavity.

We are interested in how the errors behave as n increases. Table 7.4 gives the ratios of the
er:rors for each rule. For each rule, we see that as z increases by a factor of 5, the error decreases
by a factor of about 25 : f;2. In fact, it can be shown that this squaring relationship holds for any
factor, so increasing 'rtby a factor of I0 will decrease the error by a f'actor of about 100 : 102.
Reducing the eror by a factor of 100 is equivalent to adding two more decimal places of accuracy
to the result.

345

Table 7"3 The errors for the trapez.oitl
ancl mirlpoint rules Jbr .l'l I ar

'n,
Error in
trapezoid rule

Eror in
midpoint rule

2 -0.0152 0.0074
10 0.00062 0.00031
50 0.0000250 0.0000125

250 -0.0000010 0.0000005

Trapezoid
err0r

f (.,):

Figure 7.14: Errors in the midpoint and
trapezoid ruies

In other words: In the trapez.oid or midpoint rules, each extra 2 digit,s of accuracy require.t about l0
times the w:ork.

This result shows the advantage of the midpoint and trapezoid rules over the left and right rules:
less additional work needs to be done to get another decimal place ofaccuracy. The calculator used
to produce these tables again took about half a second to compute the midpoint rule for li * a"
withn-50,andthisgets4digitscorrect.Thustoget6digitswouldtaken:500and5seionds,
to get 8 digits would take 50 seconds, and to get 10 digits would take 500 seconds, or about l0
minutes. That is still not great, but it is certainly better than the 1 year required by the lefi or right
rule.
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Post-class exercises

Ø Determine	what	trapz.m and	quad.m do,	and	what	is	different	between	them

Ø Write	your	own	code	version	to	utilize	the	trapezoid	method

Directions:
1. Read	in	the	data
2. Determine	the	characteristic	frequency	(CF)	by	finding	where	the	minimum	is
3. Convert	the	level	curve	from	dB	SPL	to	pascals
4. Flip	the	level	curve	over	and	normalize	relative	to	CF	(i.e.,	unity	at	CF,	decreases	

to	0	on	either	side)
5. Integrate	to	get	ERB
6. Qerb=	CF/ERB

Ø Verify	errors	behave	as	expected	(e.g.,	concavity)

Ø Calculate	Qerb for	the	barn	owl	auditory	nerve	fiber
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